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Synopsis: Sherlock Holmes: The Final 
Adventure

The play begins with the announcement of the death of Sherlock Holmes. It is 1891 London; 
and Dr. Watson, Holmes’s trusty colleague and loyal friend, tells the story of the famous detective’s 
last adventure.

To begin the story, Holmes summons Watson to his home on Baker Street and tells him of 
the malevolent villain, Professor Moriarty, and how Holmes has, during the past six months, tried 
to piece together evidence that would convict him of his crimes. Holmes has determined that in 
order for Moriarty to be apprehended, he and his men must be apprehended all on the same day. 
The police will require a full week to organize the plan, and, for their personal safety, Holmes and 
Watson must leave town until the arrests have taken place. They are discussing this plan to leave 
London when an intruder bursts in, demanding to talk with Holmes.

Holmes deducts that the intruder is the King of Bohemia, who has come in desperation for 
the detective’s help. Before the King’s wedding in two week’s time, he must recover personal items, 
including a photograph, that connect him romantically to the famous opera star, Irene Adler. Adler 
is blackmailing the King and threatening his marriage. Holmes agrees to this one last case before 
returning his focus to the case of Moriarty.

The next morning Holmes and Watson set out to find Irene, whom the King says is in London. 
They follow a frantic couple to a church, where Holmes is dragged into being a witness for their 
hasty marriage. Fortunately, the woman turns out to be Irene. The man she just married is Mr. 
Godfrey Norton, and he quickly exits to ready the couple to leave the country. The secretive wed-
ding intrigues Holmes, who also has feelings for this famous singer.

Holmes and Watson continue their search for the photograph, this time going to Briony Lodge 
where they find only a note from Irene to Holmes, which leads Holmes to deduce some vital facts 
about her situation. Unexpectedly, it becomes clear that there is a link between her, her new hus-
band, and Holmes’s arch-nemesis, Moriarty. As if things weren’t complicated before, Holmes and 
Watson now find themselves entangled in a much deeper mystery. What revelations will be made 
and who will come through alive—or dead?
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Characters: Sherlock Holmes: The Final 
Adventure

 Sherlock Holmes: A world-renowned and brilliant English detective, Sherlock Holmes believes he 
is coming to the end of this career and life—but is he?

Doctor Watson: Holmes’s loyal friend and trusted companion, Doctor Watson always patiently 
tries to help his friend and always gets pulled into adventures whether he wishes to or not.

Professor Moriarty: The villain, a genius of crime, and Holmes’s archenemy, Professor Moriarty  
is just as brilliant intellectually and logically as Holmes, which is why he is such a perfect 
counterpart to him.

King of Bohemia: Soon-to-be-married royalty of the House of Ormstein, the King of Bohemia 
searches out Holmes specifically to help him secure items that not only sully his reputation 
but, according to him, threaten the course of European history. He is ostentatious and dra-
matic, but sincerely admires Holmes and his work.

Irene Adler: A famous opera star, Irene Adler soon catches the eye of Holmes He is enamored by 
her, but meets his match, as she is fiery and not one to be bested by his cunning and intellect. 
She does, however, have the upper hand when it comes to emotional intellect. She was also 
romantically involved with the King of Bohemia in the past, which is part of the problem  
facing Holmes and Watson now.

James Larrabee (a.k.a. Godfrey Norton): Moriarty’s henchman who poses as Irene’s husband, 
James Larrabee is an unethical swindler.

Madge Larrabee (a.k.a. Marie): James Larrabee’s scheming and unfeeling sister, Madge Larrabee is 
also part of Moriarty gang.

Sid Prince: Moriarty’s hit man and thug, Sid Prince is not too bright, but he has some strong 
criminal skills.
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Sherlock Holmes: An Enduring Adventure
By Daniel Frezza

“Elementary, my dear Watson!” That famous line is not by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. It began 
as “Elementary! The child’s play of deduction!” in the play Sherlock Holmes, by William Gillette 
(Sherlock Holmes: The Published Apocrypha, Jack Tracy, Ed. [Houghton Mifflin: Boston, 1980], 
113). He later added “Elementary my dear fellow!” (Sherlock Holmes, William Gillette [Doubleday, 
Doran & Company: Garden City, NY, 1935], 82). That was tweaked into its iconic form in 
Paramount’s 1929 film The Return of Sherlock Holmes (starring Clive Brook). (The Return of 
Sherlock Holmes. www.imdb.com/title/tt0020324/trivia?ref_=tt_sa_1). This is just one small exam-
ple of the continuing re-invention of Conan Doyle’s imperishable creation.  
 
Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle (1859–1930) was born in Edinburgh, Scotland. His literary talent 
was evident early on. As a student he wrote verses, was a popular story-teller among his classmates, 
and edited the school newspaper. To earn income while studying medicine at Edinburgh 
University, he began writing short stories, medical articles and articles on photography. A Study in 
Scarlet, the novel that introduced Sherlock Holmes, appeared in 1887. It was popular, and he was 
commissioned by the American publication, Lippincott’s Magazine, to write another Holmes story, 
The Sign of the Four (1890).  
 
In 1891, while recovering from a nearly fatal bout of influenza, Conan Doyle decided to give up 
his only modestly successful medical practice for a writing career (Memories and Adventures, Arthur 
Conan Doyle [Little, Brown & Co.: Boston 1924], 91). That same year began his association with 
The Strand Magazine, which published fifty-eight other Holmes adventures, the last collection 
appearing in 1927. Preferring to write more serious work, he killed off Holmes in “The Final 
Problem” (1893). His other stories and novels were successful though not on the same scale as the 
Holmes tales. Public demand, The Strand publisher’s entreaties, and economic needs led him to 
write The Hound of the Baskervilles (1901). Thereafter he found time to write Sherlock Holmes 
stories as well as his preferred work. 
 
Conan Doyle had begun writing drama in 1885 (Memories and Adventures, 225). He collaborated 
with his friend J. M. Barrie (author of Peter Pan) on an operetta. It had little success, but some of 
his other plays (written on his own) were successful. The great actor-manager Henry Irving pro-
duced The Story of Waterloo (1894) and kept it in his repertory for many years (Sherlock Holmes 
on the Stage, Amnon Kabatchnik [The Scarecrow Press: Lanham, Maryland, 2008], x). Conan 
Doyle’s greatest stage success by far was another collaboration based on his most memorable char-
acter. He wrote the first version of Sherlock Holmes in 1897 and sent it to Herbert Beerbohm Tree, 
another great English actor-manager. Tree expressed interest but requested a massive rewrite so he 
could play both Holmes and Moriarty (William Gillette, America’s Sherlock Holmes, Henry Zecher 
[Xlibris Press: USA, 2011], 285.) Conan Doyle next offered it to Irving, who declined. By then he 
began to have reservations about putting Holmes on the stage at all, worried that it might draw 
attention to “my weaker work which has unduly obscured my better” (The Adventures of Arthur 
Conan Doyle, Russell Miller [Thomas Dunne Books: New York, 2008], 199). His agent, realizing 
the play’s potential, sent it to American producer Charles Frohman who had inquired earlier about 
basing a play on Holmes. Frohman showed the script to actor-playwright William Gillette 
(William Gillette, America’s Sherlock Holmes, 286).  
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Gillette (1853-1937), born in Hartford, Connecticut, made his acting debut in 1875 and was for 
many decades one of America’s greatest stars. In 1881 he appeared in the title role of his own play, 
The Professor. He had major successes in America and England with his two Civil War plays, Held 
by the Enemy (1886) and Secret Service (1896). Gillette read Conan Doyle’s script and asked per-
mission to revise it. The author agreed, stipulating only that there be no love interest. When 
Gillette later pressed him on this, Conan Doyle replied, “You may marry him, murder him, or do 
anything you like to him” (Memories and Adventures, 97). Gillette’s revision left little of the original 
script but he credited Conan Doyle as co-author. (In the 1935 edition Conan Doyle received only 
a source credit.) Sherlock Holmes opened at Manhattan’s Garrick Theater November 6, 1899 and 
ran for 256 performances. Gillette took it on a lengthy American tour, then to England in the fall 
of 1901 where it was equally popular. (Sherlock Holmes on the Stage, 15). He became identified 
with the role of Holmes, playing it more than 1,300 times over thirty years (Sherlock Holmes: The 
Published Apocrypha, 57). 
 
Gillette’s Sherlock Holmes is a melodrama that uses a few elements from several Holmes stories, 
principally “A Scandal in Bohemia” (recovering letters and a photograph embarrassing to royalty) 
and “The Final Problem” (pursuing arch-criminal Professor Moriarty). The added love interest is 
the victimized Alice Faulkner, replacing Conan Doyle’s Irene Adler as possessor of the incriminat-
ing letters and photograph. Holmes fans will realize what a drastic change this is since Adler is 
someone who beats Holmes at his own game then leaves.  
 
The Royal Shakespeare Company’s 1974 adaptation of Gillette’s play proved highly successful in 
London and later in New York, running there for 219 performances. Its success prompted revivals 
by regional theatres in America and England. Samuel French (UK) published the RSC adaptation 
in 1976. Readers interested in the play Gillette performed should see the 1922 version (included 
in Houghton Mifflin’s Sherlock Holmes: The Published Apocrypha) or Doubleday’s 1935 edition. 
The latter is considered definitive; Gillette consulted on it and did not perform the play (or pre-
sumably make any further changes) after that date.  
 
Still effective and still produced, Gillette’s play has drawbacks. There’s little of Conan Doyle in it. 
From the beginning, critics have found its plot over-complicated (Sherlock Holmes on the Stage, 
297). With five sets and twenty characters, it’s expensive to stage. Gillette’s Holmes, based as much 
on himself as on the original character, is a nineteenth-century melodrama hero, whereas Conan 
Doyle’s Holmes feels perennially contemporary even though his adventures are set in the Victorian 
and Edwardian periods.  
 
Enter Steven Dietz to re-invent Holmes once more. 
 
Dietz (1958) was born in Denver, Colorado, earned his B.A. in theatre arts from the University of 
Northern Colorado then moved to Minneapolis to begin his career as a director. During these 
years he began writing plays. A commission from ACT Theatre took him to Seattle in 1988. He 
currently divides his time between Seattle and Austin, where he teaches playwriting and directing 
at the University of Texas at Austin. Dietz has written over thirty plays, both original works and 
adaptations, and has received numerous playwriting awards, including the 2007 Edgar Allan Poe 
Award for Best Play for Sherlock Holmes: The Final Adventure, which premiered in 2006 (Sherlock 
Holmes: The Final Adventure, Steven Dietz [Dramatists Play Service: New York, 2007]).  
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Dietz is more faithful to Conan Doyle in content, pace, and tone than Gillette; and his fluid 
staging better accommodates Conan Doyle’s narrative structure than Gillette’s elaborate nine-
teenth century staging. He deftly interweaves the plots of “A Scandal in Bohemia” and “The 
Final Problem” with portions of Gillette’s play. Watson is more prominent, often narrating the 
action, as he does in the stories. Irene Adler is restored, replacing Gillette’s weaker heroine. Dietz 
retains the love interest but adds the climactic struggle between Holmes and Moriarty at the 
Reichenbach Falls, thus avoiding Gillette’s sentimental ending. He adds various twists of his 
own, with an especially satisfying one at the end, inspired by “The Empty House” (not yet writ-
ten when Gillette’s play premiered). Most important, Holmes feels authentic and contemporary.  
 
Conan Doyle was enthusiastic about Gillette’s work. “It was written and most wonderfully acted 
by William Gillette, the famous American. Since he used my characters and to some extent my 
plots, he naturally gave me a share in the undertaking which proved to be very successful. . . . I 
was charmed both with the play, the acting and the pecuniary results” (Memories and Adventures, 
97). Nevertheless, Conan Doyle was more devoted to and prouder of his other work as a mili-
tary historian, author of historical novels and science fiction, social reformer, and advocate for 
Spiritualism. Fortunately for us, he was willing to satisfy the public’s demand for more Holmes 
stories. Fortunately for himself, too, for Sherlock Holmes has assured Conan Doyle’s lasting 
fame.

The Final Adventure of Sherlock Holmes?
By Lawrence Henley

We all know and love Sherlock Holmes. By anyone’s measure, he is the most famous  
detective in the history of literature, film, television, the theatre, or any other medium you can 
name. He was brought to life in 1887, and now, nearly a hundred and thirty years later, Holmes 
is still the “rock star” of super sleuths. And much like his archrival, Professor Moriarty, we can’t 
escape Sherlock Holmes! He will surely find us, and we can still find him no matter where we 
look.

The fifty-six original Sherlock Holmes short adventures and four novels have been translated 
into more than sixty different languages. Holmes is so popular on the screen that since 1900 
there have been no fewer than 285 different films and television shows based on the Holmes 
character! Many of the world’s greatest actors have taken on the role of Holmes throughout 
his thirteen decades. A partial roster of “A-listers“ from Holmes’ first century include Gillette, 
Barrymore, Massey, Heston, Plummer, Cushing, and Langella, along with current era  
performers Jeremy Brett, Robert Stephens, Robert Downey Jr., and Benedict Cumberbatch.

Of course, no one personified Holmes like the incomparable Basil Rathbone. A brilliant 
British Shakespearean actor who also played screen villains, Rathbone and his sidekick Nigel 
Bruce mesmerized the world as Holmes and Watson in more than a dozen classic black and 
white films from 1939 to 1946.

Why have the Sherlock Holmes mysteries captivated the entire planet, and with such 
extraordinary staying power? Put simply, it’s because the characters were brilliantly conceived 
and superbly written. Holmes’ superior wit allows him to analyze any paradigm, however  
complex. We always believe him to be in full control, no matter the odds against him. He is the 
master of any situation, as we would all like to be. We never believe that he’ll fail to apprehend 
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any villain, even if he must risk his own life.
Sherlock Holmes sprang forth from the imagination of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, a 

mostly average physician who became a great and prolific writer. Born in Scotland in 1850, 
Conan Doyle began to write for extra money while studying medicine at the University of 
Edinburgh. Initially writing to help defray the cost of his schooling, he found the literary 
life far more  
gratifying than doctoring. During a severe bout of influenza, he began to reassess his life’s 
goals and took up the pen once again, this time permanently.

That proved to be a very wise decision, because Conan Doyle’s books would eventually 
sell in the hundreds of millions. He wrote about other characters and subjects, but read-
ers couldn’t get enough of Holmes and his sidekick, Dr. Watson. The world can be grateful 
to Conan Doyle for recognizing that medicine wasn’t his true calling. The success of the 
Holmes stories so popularized the detective novel that it became one of the staples of the 
worldwide publishing industry.

In the Holmes thrillers, Conan Doyle created some of the most unforgettable  
characters in popular literature, beginning with the famed detective himself. Sporting his 
famous Inverness coat-cape and double-billed “deerstalker” hat, Sherlock Holmes possesses 
the ultimate powers of deduction, aware of and able to connect the most seemingly invisible 
details. His memory rivals that of a computer, but one paired with unmatched shrewdness.

Of course, Holmes is also very human and in need of relaxation from time to time. 
This is exemplified by his love of literature, playing the classical violin, and puffing on his 
Meerschaum Calabash Pipe. On the darker side, he also loves the practice of mind  
expansion, frequently demonstrating a weakness for opium and a “seven-percent solution” 
of cocaine, neither yet illegal in Victorian England.

Nearly equal to Holmes in fame is the jovial and reliable Dr. Watson, Holmes’s loyal 
sidekick. He is, by day, an average London physician. By night, Watson is always primed 
for a good adventure. He is the narrator of Sherlock Holmes: The Final Adventure, and can 
be counted on to serve up the necessary comic relief. In critical situations, Watson always 
seems to be exactly where Holmes wants him to be. Would it not seem that Conan Doyle 
himself lived a vicarious life of danger and excitement through this character?

Then, we have the haughty and occasionally inept Inspector G. Lestrade of Scotland 
Yard. Lestrade, not seen in this play, is continually frustrated by Holmes’ modus operandi, 
never seeming capable of staying in step. Still, Lestrade can always be counted on to be at 
the scene when most needed, and always at the ready to haul the criminals off to jail at the 
case’s conclusion.

And, of course, there is Conan Doyle’s most penetrating and monstrous creation, the 
arch criminal James Moriarty. The professor of malevolence, Moriarty’s brilliance as a  
mathematician and scholar metamorphosed into something diabolical. This elusive crime 
boss serves as the alter ego to Sherlock Holmes, representing the darker side of the human 
brain. Fortunately, part of Holmes’ genius is his ability to think as his enemies do, and 
the sleuth will take no rest until the professor and his ring of henchmen and women are 
brought to justice. In this, The Final Adventure, Moriarty foretells the result of their final 
match. Will it be the undoing of both rivals? 

Conan Doyle’s most sublime character is the beautiful Irene Adler, an American star of 
the international opera. She is, in Holmes’ eyes, the ultimate femme fatale. Her cleverness 
equals her opulence, and to such extreme that in her hands even the stoic genius Holmes 
becomes vulnerable.
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The characters are fantastic, but equally alluring to Conan Doyle readers and audiences alike 
are the rich settings and limelight atmosphere of Victorian England. Americans,  
especially, love all things British and the scenes he painted are typically Anglo: ancient,  
mysterious, apocryphal, and steeped in history. The author loved to place Holmes and Watson 
in creepy locales such as the desolate moor and eerie old mansion in one of his greatest myster-
ies, The Hound of the Baskervilles. And, besides, is there a more famous address in all of litera-
ture than 221B Baker Street?

Steven Dietz’s 2006 script is actually an adaptation from a century-old play. Sherlock 
Holmes: The Final Adventure is based on legendary actor/producer William Gillette’s 1899 
work, Sherlock Homes. The original was written in four-acts and first staged in New York City. 
The Gillette play was the actor’s re-write of Conan Doyle’s own misaligned attempt to bring 
Holmes and Watson off of the page and into the theatre. 

The play’s action is constructed from a pair of classic Conan Doyle short stories, A Scandal 
in Bohemia (1892) and The Final Problem (1893). Following publication of the latter, Conan 
Doyle abandoned the Sherlock Holmes canon for nearly a decade, mainly out of concern that 
his marquee character was diverting attention from all of his other works. Holmes did not  
reappear until 1903, in the short story collection The Return of Sherlock Holmes.

It was in A Scandal in Bohemia that the Irene Adler character first appeared. Following a 
lengthy, yet doomed affair with the King of Bohemia, Adler is bent on revenge. She is in pos-
session of a blackmail photo that will destroy the king’s plans to marry a Scandinavian woman 
of royal birth two weeks hence. The king has come to Sherlock Holmes in hopes that the sleuth 
can regain possession of the damning photograph, saving the wedding. Although the king is the 
client, Holmes’ fascination is with the diva.

As the play progresses, it’s no longer obvious with whom Holmes sympathizes. The elusive 
Adler is a rare woman. She is brilliant, cunning, and yet alluring. A distracted Holmes finds 
himself, to some degree, unnerved and outwitted. The search to find Irene Adler is on! But, as 
the action unfolds, who actually awaits Holmes and Watson at the end of the chase? You can 
learn the answer by attending the 2014 fall season at the Utah Shakespeare Festival. Until then, 
it’s all a mystery.
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